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By Mark Durivage, Quality Systems Compliance LLC The first article in this series, Risk-Based Approaches To Establishing Sample Sizes For Process ValidationÃ Â(June 2016), provided and established the relationship between risk and sample size. This article will demonstrate the use of C=0 sampling plans to establish sample sizes for process
validation. MIL-STD-105 ¢ÃÂÂ Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by AttributesÃ Âwas officially cancelled in February 1995 and replaced byÃ ÂANSI/ASQ Z1.4 Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes. Nicholas Squeglia derived theÃ ÂZero Acceptance Number Sampling PlansÃ Âfrom the ANSI/ASQ Z1.4 standard,
and his C=0 sampling plans greatly reduced the complexity associated with ANSI/ASQ Z1.4. For example, the use of normal, tightened, reduced inspection; switching rules; single sampling; and double sampling were not integrated in Squeglia¢ÃÂÂs procedure. I would like to suggest that, whenever possible, variable sampling plans should be utilized
¢ÃÂÂ for two reasons. First, variables data will yield much more information than a comparable sample using attribute data. Secondly, with fewer samples, associated costs of inspection, measurement, and testing can be substantially reduced. It should also be noted that a simple random sample is meant to be an unbiased representation of a group. A
sampling error can occur with a simple random sample if the sample doesn¢ÃÂÂt end up accurately reflecting the population it is supposed to represent. In other words, each piece that is to be inspected, measured, or tested must have the same chance of being selected and being representative of the batch or lot. Before we begin, we must establish
our definitions of risk and their acceptable quality limit (AQL), the level of quality that will be accepted 95% of the time. These definitions can and should vary based upon the organizational needs.Ã Â A good place to determine the risk is from fault mode and effects analysis (FMEA). FMEA (design, process, user) is a systematic group of activities
aimed at recognizing, documenting and evaluating the potential failure of a product or process and its effects. FMEA uses a number of risk priorities (RPN), which is composed of frequency, detection and severity. The higher the RPN, the higher the risk; However, a high severity in combination with low probability of occurrence and high probability
of detection may still require appropriate controls for a high risk. Table 1 is an example of FMEA with associated risk levels. Table 1: Example FMEA Once the risk level (low, medium, high), the appropriate AQL can be selected using table 3. Figure 1 shows the FMEA connection, risk and AQL. Figure 1: The risk process for determining the
appropriate table 2 AQL shows an example of risk level definitions with accompanying defect classifications. These definitions can and vary according to product(s) and their undesirable and undesirable uses. Table 2: Example of risk level definitions Table 3 is the risk-based AQLs example. Different AQLs can and must be used according to risk
organisations threshold acceptance determination, industry practice, driving documents and regulatory requirements. A note of caution when using this method: The batch sizes used for validation activities must be consistent with the size of the batch for production. Table 3: AQL example based on risk acceptance Acceptance sampling is used to
evaluate quality according to sample size, acceptance number and desired quality level. The sampling plans )0( )0( orez es ottol li omaittecca elorap ertla ni ;)0( orez ¨Ã )a( enoizattecca id oremun li ¨Ã 0=C erinifed rep odom ortla nU .enoizepsi'l etnarud ittefid ¹Ãip o onu onavort is es ottol li onatuifir e ,orez ittefid ied onavort is enoizepsi'l etnarud es
ottol li erattecca id assemerp allus onasab is They are detected. Sampling plans C = 0 provide greater protection to the consumer, which is particularly important when human health and well -being are involved. Using the sampling plan C = 0 is the easier method to determine a statistically valid size of the sample to support the process of validation
of the process, because everything is needed that it is necessary is the size of the lot (n) and a AQL Risk based. Table 4: c = 0 sampling plan (partial) Note: a means that all the pieces must be inspected. A process of assembly of the tray is determined to constitute a low risk in which a minor defect can cause smaller lesions, discomfort or
inconveniences to be inconvented by medical interventions. According to Table 4, an AQL of 1.5 should be used. It is expected that a normal production will be made up of 250 pieces. With a lot of 250 and an AQL of 1.50, 19 pieces must be selected randomly and inspected with zero (0) defects detected to meet the criteria for acceptance of the
validation of the process. It should be noted that if the size of the lot has been increased to 500 pieces, only a further two (2) pieces would be requested, a saving of 15 pieces were two (2) individual lots of 250 pieces manufactured. Strategically determining the size of the lots, significant savings can be achieved due to reduced inspection, measuring
and trial costs. I want to strengthen that several AQL and must be used on the basis of the risk determination threshold of an organization, the practice of the sector, the driving documents and the regulatory requirements. Furthermore, they realize that the most small AQL, more inspection, measurement and tests must be performed. On the
contrary, more large is the AQL, less inspections, measurements and tests are required. The following articles in this series will provide further examples on how risk-based sample size techniques to process validations in your organization. References: ANSI/ASQ Z1.4-2008: sampling procedures and inspection tables by Attributes Durivage, M.A.,
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Acceptance ¢ÃÂÂ Sometimes called Expansion, this process is about creating space for emotions, impulses, and feelings that we might otherwise suppress or avoid (experiential avoidance, Hayes et al., 2012). This allows us to avoid over-inflating them or wasting too much energy on them so that we can move on more easily. Cognitive Defusion ¢ÃÂÂ
This is a mindfulness strategy that involves recognizing our psychological experiences objectively rather than perceiving them as perceived threats or realities. Our feelings, therefore, are simply feelings and not omens of impending doom. Thoughts are thoughts and not necessarily true, clever, or important. Guided meditations and scripts are useful
for cognitive defusion. Being Present ¢ÃÂÂ Fostering an awareness of how we¢ÃÂÂre currently feeling, both physically and mentally. Rather than dwelling on the past or worrying about the future, connecting with the present is about engaging completely with ¢ÃÂÂright now¢ÃÂÂ. ACT exercises and activities on mindfulness are helpful in this
respect. Self as Context or The Observing Self ¢ÃÂÂ Quite similar to the Common Humanity construct of Self-Compassion, this process is viewing our psychological and physical experiences as transient and ever-changing (Neff, 2003; Neff & Tirch, 2013). Becoming self-transcendent so that we perceive our emotions, sensations, thoughts, and more as
peripheral and dynamic is to step away from the alternative¢ÃÂÂwhere they define us (Koltko-Rivera, 2006). Values Clarification ¢ÃÂÂ A process in which we explore and clarify the things that we hold personally meaningful. Values Clarification worksheets in ACT are often self-reflection exercises that help clients find direction and motivation, and
coaching discussions can also be very helpful. Committed Action ¢ÃÂÂ This principle or process is about goal-setting, and the idea is that these are long-term life goals They are based on values. Act professionals can thus help customers commit and work with commitment to objectives through action. You can read more about how acceptance and
commitment therapy works. With these processes and principles in mind, here are some useful acts of Act. Expansion and acceptance sheets 1. Do not think about your thoughts the suppression of the worksheet and the circumvention have harmful effects over time. As a maladaptive strategies, they often tend to work against us rather than in our
favor "by amplifying the psychological experience we are trying to escape. Examining this effect â € œIRSOBorsoâ €, this acceptance exercise allows therapists to help customers recognize it. This sheet of work has two parts. Firstly, however, it helps to explain the role of awareness in dealing with unwanted thoughts, feelings and memories. Then,
the customer is instructed to: recall or identify an unwanted thought that is causing them to feel negative â € "often, this tends to be thought of as â € œA problem"; You tell them to estimate and write how often their minds have crossed during the week; Then, during a period of several minutes, they invite them to try and suppress unwanted thought,
in any way they could want to go to it. The third prompt on this sheet asks them to approximate how often it has crossed their mind through that short period. In this space, make a note of it so that this figure is visual. The last step has a different approach. Rather than actively trying to suppress the thought, let your client pass the same amount of
time to think of anything else that he likes "say they walk or do that comes naturally. After this, they estimate how many times the thought has slipped into theirs ire ire ertnem azneirepse aut al immiDâ :onodulcni itnemireggus inoub inuclA .oizicrese otseuq opod etneilc ortsov li feirbed a ehcna atuiA .etnedecerp oiggassap lad arugif al noc
atatnorfnoc eresse aro ²Ãup arfic atseuQ trying to suppress the thought¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂDuring that period, did the thought lose any perceived importance or become less salient? Or did it become more restricting and more prominent?¢ÃÂÂ The full exercise can be found in our Positive Psychology Toolkit. 2. Identifying Emotional Avoidance
Strategies Worksheet Emotional avoidance is another ineffective strategy that people tend to use when uncomfortable thoughts or feelings arise. As short-term responses avoidance may seem helpful, but over the longer term it reinforces the seeming intolerability of these mental experiences. Therapists can work with clients to recognize when they
are cognitively trying to escape distress through common habits like distraction or rumination (Moulds et al., 2007; Wolgast & Lundh, 2017). This exercise is best worked through after you have introduced the concept of emotional (or experiential) avoidance to your client. If you are engaging with this exercise for yourself, you¢ÃÂÂll find a helpful
theoretical background and examples to get you started. In the main section of this worksheet, you¢ÃÂÂll find some writing space. Begin by recalling some previous experiences where you have avoided an unwanted feeling, event, or memory rather than acknowledging or engaging with it. Think of different domains in your life if this helps, such as at
work, with your family, or with friends. Perhaps you¢ÃÂÂve played video games rather than having a serious conversation about something which upsets you. Or, maybe you¢ÃÂÂve turned down a great new role at work because it involved public speaking. Whatever it is you recall, write down your responses as you reflect on three things: The
feelings that experience conjured up (Difficult Emotions); How you attempted to avoid those feelings, mentally or through certain behaviors (Emotional Avoidance Strategy); and The extent to which that avoidance was useful (Result/Effectiveness). After you or your client have Outside the sheet, it is generally useful to reflect on the intuitions glued by
the exercise. Can you identify models? Any alternative behaviors or approaches that you could have adopted? The entire exercise can be found in our positive Toolkit psychology. Being present worksheets â € œWhat to be presentâ € is one of the most difficult but central facets of awareness. In Act, as noted, the goal is to accept that we feel without
over-inflation or over-identification with it. Being honest about our mental experiences helps us to create space for thoughts, memories and sensations that inevitably arise as a natural part of life. 3. Five Senses working sheet from some basic awareness exercises is a good approach if your customer does not know the concept. The Five Senses
worksheet offers a simple practical sequence that encourages you to bring your awareness of it that is right here, right now. First, noting five things you see. Rather than being captured in feelings or thought models that might seem overwhelming, trying to tune in visually â € “What's there, out, outside the head? Secondly, moving your awareness to
four things you can hear. Draw your attention delicately away from the internal processes and begin to notice sounds that you may not have otherwise paid attention. While more and more passing in a conscious state, we can become more detached from a negative thought or a painful emotion. Try to notice three things you can hear; Then two things
you can hear. Finally, focus on something you are able to taste at this precise moment over time. While gently drawing this mini-enscitation to an end, try to remember how this conscious state can be heard every time you feel us us ni erednerp israf ehc otsottuip idnarg ¹Ãip ivitteibo a israngepmi id etnesnoc iC .atset artson allen etnemecilpmes ehc
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observer of yourself. The Observer Meditation is both a guided script and a PDF¢ÃÂÂuse this to help your client transcend memories, emotions, or personal experiences that they might feel absorbed or preoccupied with. As an example, one instance of becoming an Observer might look like this: Reflect on the roles that you play daily¢ÃÂÂare you a
mother? A leader at work? Sometimes a team player? A daughter? A caregiver? Even when we aren¢ÃÂÂt consciously adopting a role in the world around us, we are doing so. And yet, a part of us remains constant despite this role shifting. Your Observer Self means is not defined by the roles you have identified; rather, it¢ÃÂÂs the constant that can
view the changes taking place. The Observer experiences what you¢ÃÂÂre doing, thinking, and feeling, and simply watches. As the Observer of yourself, watch, listen, and simply notice any turbulence you might otherwise allow to consume or define you. Note how these experiences are constantly shifting, and try letting go. Recognize that
¢ÃÂÂyou¢ÃÂÂ remain unaltered. Try The Observer meditation yourself to practice decentering and reappraising your cognitions (Hayes-Skelton & Graham, 2013). The full exercise can be found in our Positive Psychology Toolkit. Values Clarification Worksheets 6. Values and Problems Author and ACT practitioner Russ Harris suggests that we can
think about two critical categories when we¢ÃÂÂre aiming to reduce struggle and suffering in our lives. We can also use two equally important categories when thinking about how to create a meaningful, rich life. Using these following four categories, reflect on and write down your thoughts. Problem Emotions and Thoughts: What self-criticisms,
worries, thoughts, fears, memories, or other thoughts tend to preoccupy you? List some feelings, sensations, or emotions that you find hard to deal with. Problem Behaviors: Describe some actions Lanoisseforp fo tros tahw ?reck in seilauq ralucitrap ot eripsa ot ot ot ?tnylpme fo dnik tahw ?uoy ot retettam reerac tahw â€â€â ruoy gnidps yidneps uow
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otseuq ni ivitanretla isrocrep ilaiznetop eravort retop ad odom The commitment, obstacles and worksheet of strategies are accessible here. 9. Exploring will and commitment This worksheet of will and commitment focuses on a value that you or your customer have identified. Whether it is a more patient father or working for greater integrity, identify
a commitment and work through the following questions. What is the value you would like to bring more into your life? A note: this should not be a goal, but rather something that you or your customer find personally significant and important. So, choose a goal related to this value - what you like to achieve and that allows you to evaluate your
progress. Next, choose one or more actions you feel will approach you to achieving the goal. What staff could arise your personal action ". Try to break them in three areas: a) physical and psychological feelings, b) self-critical or unproductive/spicy thoughts and c) visions and memories. After working on these sections, the focus is the staff " -STOFF".
It is time to reformulate these as feelings and thoughts "almost that reality, rather than reality, powerful or unpleasant as they may seem. Even if they exist, we can still achieve what we are committed to. There is another question about this worksheet: Are you ready to create space for the emotions and thoughts that emerge from your action? If the
answer is no, start again with another goal appreciated. If it is, then try. This worksheet is adapted by leaving some nonverbal air in the room, an academic publication of Ciarrochi & Robb (2005). Evaluations and questionnaires ACT to 3 ACT 1. Acceptance and action Bond magazine and colleagues ”(2011) Acceptance and Action Questionnaire-II
(AAQ-II) was designed to measure various constructs of basic law. This 10-element toola 7 -point Likert scale for for psychological flexibility, acceptance, action, and experiential avoidance and can be used as part of therapy. Especially helpful in interventions that adopt acceptance and mindfulness approaches, the Revised Acceptance and Action
Questionnaire is a simple self-report tool to administer and score. With 1 representing ¢ÃÂÂNever True¢ÃÂÂ and 7 for ¢ÃÂÂAlways True¢ÃÂÂ, some example items include: I worry about not being able to control my worries and feelings; It seems like most people are handling their lives better than I am; and My painful memories prevent me from
having a fulfilling life. Find the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire in our Toolkit. 2. The Brief Experiential Avoidance Questionnaire (BEAQ) Avoidance, or more technically experiential avoidance, describes behavior which aims to ¢ÃÂÂalter the frequency or form of unwanted private events, including thoughts, memories, and bodily sensations, even
when doing so causes personal harm¢ÃÂÂ (Hayes et al., 2012: 981). Developed by GÃ¡Âmez and colleagues (2014), the Brief Experiential Avoidance Questionnaire is one psychometric assessment of experiential avoidance that has demonstrated good internal consistency. It comprises 15 6-point Likert Scale Items and has stronger construct validity
than the (perhaps) better-known Acceptance and Avoidance Questionnaire-II (AAQ-II) (Tyndall et al., 2018). With 1 being ¢ÃÂÂStrongly Disagree¢ÃÂÂÃ Âand 6 representing ¢ÃÂÂStrongly Agree,¢ÃÂÂ this self-report measure includes the following example items (GÃ¡Âmez et al., 2014): I try to put off unpleasant tasks for as long as possible; I work
hard to keep out upsetting feelings; Fear or anxiety won¢ÃÂÂt stop me from doing something important (reverse scored); I rarely do something if there is a chance it will upset me; and When unpleasant memories come to me, I try to put them out of my mind. The full and original BEAQ is available in this publication. 3. The Bull¢ÃÂÂs-Eye Values
Survey This The questionnaire of the values is similar to the work sheet of the values indicated above, however, it provides more background theory and uses different domains. A more structured and extended thing, therefore, is a useful way to help your client is to explore their values and identify any discrepancies with the real life assessed. During
the ACT therapy course, it is a useful method for tracing progress once a commitment is established. Start one of this tool introduces four large domains in which your customer can identify the personally significant ways of living: this is an exercise in identifying values. The domains included are work/education, leisure, relationships and
personal/health growth. In this way, you and your client can work with a â € œDartboarding display in which they mark how they live their lives in relation to the â € â € œCo of the edgesâ €; their ideal way of life. In the second part, you will find space to write all the barriers perceived between the current and ideal life of your client. In this same
space, there is an evaluation system that can be used to estimate how powerful this barrier is perceived, from â € œIn not prevents me at all for â € â € œ The final part of this survey is an action plan value â € "Here is a space designated for your customer to write actions that will bring them from where they are at the metaphorical bulls Eye.
Working through this space taking into consideration which values based on values, your client would gladly take to face or overcome obstacles from part 2 above. The entire exercise can be found in our positive Toolkit psychology. 3 Acceptance and commitment useful therapy interventions there is no type of intervention Actâ € "The therapy of
acceptance and commitment can vary from very short, lasting a few minutes, to long interventions that embrace sessions. Typically, they involve techniques based on the six main processes we looked at above. For example,and acceptance interventions could include one or more exercises to challenge excessive identification; Similarly, they can
introduce or encourage the customer to practice in "UNHOoking" from negative thoughts (Ciarrochi & Robb, 2005). As an intervention, the first could be a single exercise or could involve practice for a period of time. The AS OBSERVER SELE Interventions could incorporate any number of fusion exercises, such as the meditation of the observer we
have considered above, or could involve the work with the mutable exercises of the metaphor perspective for "disperation of creation of desperation" (Hayes et al., 1999). There are a myriad of awareness techniques that are part of being present interventions and cognitive infusion interventions to reapprove painful thoughts and the continuous list. It
is impossible to provide an exhaustive list of ACT interventions in this article, but here are some that you might find useful as a helper. 1. Increase awareness of cognitive distortions both ACT and CBT focus on cognitive distortions - the latter is mainly oriented to restructuring, however, while ACT is about creating space for them through acceptance.
Without an awareness of cognitive distortions first, we are difficult to do. This growing awareness of cognitive distortion works well in combination with ACT awareness interventions (Burns, 1980). Start by introducing the concept of cognitive distortion and outlines 11 examples to which the customer could be able to relate. Examples include thought,
customization, statements and jumps in everything or nothing. While this is a useful PDF, therapists will probably find this a very useful step to work with yourBeing able to answer any question will be useful when your customer moves to the next phase; fill in a sheet of work with cognitive distortions that It can identify. Three columns, as shown
below, provide a structure for a guided awareness intervention that takes place ideally for at least 5 minutes a day for a week. The entire exercise can be found in our positive Toolkit psychology. Feelings thoughts cognitive distortion? Try to identify and/or label the emotion that is present at the moment. Is that fear? Unhappy? Embarrassment? It also
works for body sensations. Is it tension? Evidence? Letargia? What thoughts do they pass through the head how these feelings occur? Ideally, this is a good start to understand how the two refer to each other. Use the table if necessary to identify which cognitive distortion could be at work. Are you obvious the positive in this situation? Or
overgeneralizing? 2. Independent of the language adapted by an experiential exercise of Monestãso & Villatte (2013), this intervention encourages your client to act independently of their thoughts. It is a form of exposure in a sense, which promotes their ability to behave according to their values rather than reacting instantly to their mental
processes. Therefore, it is a question of developing psychological flexibility. Starting in a standing position face to face with your client, start a sequence of sharesâ € "bang on the spot or shake your arms, anything that can then verify to you how they do something completely different. They should preface this verbalization with â € œI owe ... â €. To
illustrate, you could touch your nose; Your client could then cover the ears while saying aloud: â € œI was touching my noseâ €. Repeat this exercise up to 10 times to help your customer appreciate the feeling of disobeying literal instructions. It is always beautiful debrief later with one Discussion on how he felt, and the independent action salience
that is not guided by language. Try not to let your client's actions become the direct opposite of Di However, because this still leaves some connection with the language rather than encouraging psychological flexibility. a full version of this appears in Stoddard and Afari’s (2013) complete book of act values. 3. participating in his funeral walking the
client mentally through his funeral is a guided intervention that aims to help them clarify their values. to open the discussion as therapist, ask your client to imagine that they have suddenly disappeared. as the universe would, I am able to attend their funeral, although as a ghost of their old self. discussion can be used to explore what they want their
friend's eulogies to include, as well as their family member's speeches. can think of what they want on their grave, pushing an exploration of questions like: what would they want to have accomplished? What kind of person would they want to be remembered? What qualities would be mentioned? how would they contribute or shape the life of others?
there are numerous variations of this intervention values, but the original is from Hayes’ (2004) cartoon in a practical guide to acceptance and commitment therapy. Just before, I introduced the idea of metaphors. We look at some examples and how these can be used within your action act. 3 acceptance and commitment therapy metaphors frame
relational therapy (rft) presupposes that our unique human ability to evaluate, connect mentally and verbally communicate phenomena can be as harmful as it is useful. the atc is based on the idea that excessive identification with language contributes to psychological inflexibility (hayes et al., 1999; stoddard & afari, 2014). Thus, act and rft both oane
metaphors as a means to help customers understand the impact of their thoughts and emotions on their behaviors, ¹Ãip ¹Ãip odom ni icigolocisp issecorp itseuq erailicnocir id orol modes (Fooody et al., 2014). Use these 3 metaphors as they are or adapt them according to the situation of your customers. 1. Ball in a pool – An expansion metaphor and
acceptance Try to control our emotions and thoughts is unsuccessful as trying to control an inflatable ball in a pool. Think of your memories, emotions and thoughts like a beach ball in a pool. You know they don't do you any favors, and you want to get rid of it. But when you try to submerge them away from your conscious mind, they continue to
bounce back on the surface of the water. Just pushing the ball back repeatedly or forcing it down will keep it submerged, which requires energy and effort - and it means you need to keep the ball close at all times. Letting go of it will mean that it is floating around the surface of the water, but over time it will go elsewhere in the pool. Although it
could be effortlessly close to the beginning, you should not continue to struggle with it and you could use your energy to enjoy your time in the water instead. 2. The Prince and the beggar – A Self as a Metaphor of the Count While our psychological circumstances and experiences may change, an element of ourselves remains stable throughout.
Imagine a beggar and a prince, in terms of physical characteristics, they seem almost identical. The beggar wears rags and lives on the street, however, while the prince lives in a palace and is richly dressed. On the way, they decide to exchange roles for twenty-four hours; the beggar puts on the prince's garments and is expected by his servants. The
prince changes into the beggar's rags and gets banged off the street. The rich and luxuriously treated beggar is intensely grateful for the delicious food he served and shares his party with other vagrants. The prince still sees osan osan li arig e itnargav irtla ilg noc alocsem is noN .irtla ilga abur idniuq ,obic noub led eravresed to them. While the two
are in different clothes for a day and others around them treat them as they see them, each one is always the same person inside. 3. The anthropologist - Observation anthropologists of the metaphor of Sã © are social scientists who study different cultures all over the world; As they study different ways of living and being, they often remain detached
from the phenomena at hand. Becoming an observer of yourself is like being an anthropologist, but instead you are studying your psychological and physical experiences. Being effective as an anthropologist means using your observation powers. Without interrupting or interrupting the phenomena you are studying, you must arouse information about
these thoughts, emotions, memories and sensations. As a detached scientific observer, you must be impartial. You are separated from these experiences and avoid melting in them to maintain your perspective. You are a separate observer. The last two metaphors were adapted respectively by Scarlet (2013) and Stoddard (2013). You can find the
original versions in the Big Book of Act Metaphors: in Practitioner's Guide (Amazon) by Dr. Jill Stoddard and Dr. Niloofar Afari. 3 The simple ACT exercises and the activities of Act interventions tend to be more effective when those subjected to treatment fully improve and label feelings and knowledge without being present a therapist. To this end, we
present three useful exercises to help with practices such as cognitive fusion and aware awareness in everyday life. Therapists can find useful to guide their customers first through the following exercises in person and therefore encourage them to try them alone while carrying out their daily activities. The independent practice of ACT activities such
as these can be facilitated using digital mixture tools such as quence (in the photo through which therapists can design and shareActivities written or audio. Customers can therefore complete the activities using all the technologies they have in hand (for example, smartphones, computers) regardless of whether they are at home, moving or in the
office. 1. Acceptance of thoughts and feelings this exercise concerns the conscious recognition of our psychological experiences and cognitive defusion. While it is better to allow at least five or ten seconds for the transition between the steps, this exercise is for the most intuitive and your pace proves to be moved with it. Tweaked is easily in a script
from your own. Start by sitting or your client comfortably standing on a chair, in a relaxed position without cross arms or legs. Close your eyes slowly and gently, then feel your breath safely as you move inside and outside your body. Note any physical feeling through the body with relaxed detachment. Take several minutes to notice how you feel in

your chest, in the lungs, how it moves through the nose, throat and stomach. Don't worry about the rhythm or the depth of your breathing, and how to take some time to be at the moment, other thoughts will go long - just recognize their existence and try to create some space inside for them. How to breathe, display to make more space in your body
for these thoughts. Recognize that they are simply thoughts. Memories are only memories, and emotions are only emotions that come and go. If it helps, label them for what they are and gently bring your attention to breathing. Even worries or fears could come, and they can also be labeling those before once again to return the mind to the present.
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fundamental principles or processes in mind, we will probably see many more Act applications such as positive psychology moves forward. A take-home message compared to other positive psychology fields, Act is still a relatively young discipline. It is not the most young, with a long shot, but there are still promising indications that emerge for its
application. If you act is something you want to sink your teeth in, read our article Acceptance & Commitment Therapy Training: Top 17 courses for driving on how to obtain qualified. In addition, we hope that there is something useful for you or your client among the many resources of this article, but if you have noticed that a super exercise is
missing, let us know. Our Positive Psychology Toolkit is also full of worksheets, exercises, meditations, interventions and informal practices that you can access alongside more information on the theory behind each. Have you tried something similar? How would you describe your personal variants on one of the above activities? Let us know in the
comments, or ask us any question you might have. Good workout! We hope you liked reading this article. Don't forget to download our 3 awareness exercises for free. Bach, P., & Hayes, S. C. (2002). The use of acceptance and commitment therapy to prevent the hospitalization of psychotic patients: a randomized controlled process. Journal of
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